
 

  

Subject: Business Entrepreneurship   Topic: MCQ from Test Paper 

Write the answers beside each question 

Chapter 1: Introduction to Business 

1) Business evolved in the basis of what?  

2) The evolution of business can be classified into how many ages? 

3) Modern business can be classified into how many types? 

4) Industries can be classified into how many types? 

5) Steps of business evolution are— 

6) Heritage is the element of which environment?  

7) Consumer perception is the element of which environment?  

8) Electricity is the element of which environment?  

9) Communication system is the element of which environment?  

10) Which part was called “PartoPiqueno”?  

11) Why did the Arabs come to this country in the past? 

12) Which industry includes hatchery? 

13) In which age distribution process started? 

14) Which is a significant part of modern business? 

15) Which one is called the life of a business? 

16) Moslin cloths used to be exported to- 

17) Scope of economic activities is increasing due to- 

18) ------------- makes the production process easier.  

19) Which element of business removes the risk factor? 

20) Which element of business removes the obstacles related to information & circulation? 

21) Science & technology is the element of which environment?  

22) Trade policy is the element of which environment?  

23) Which industry includes building culvert? 

24) Which industry includes animal husbandry? 

25) What is bartering? 

Chapter 2: Business Entrepreneurship & Entrepreneur 

1) The main qualities of an entrepreneur are--?  

2) To take initiative for new business it needs---?  

3) Matsusita Company is from which country?  

4) Which sector plays vital role in the development of any country?   

5) According to Bangladesh Economic review 2010, 50% of national income comes from which sector? 

6) According to Bangladesh Economic review 2010, 30% of national income comes from which sector? 

7) According to Bangladesh Economic review 2010, 20% of national income comes from which sector? 

8) Which one needs to be developed so that supply of capital to the entrepreneur is ensured?  

9) Which type of educational system in our country make people more interested towards employment? 



 

  

10) Which one plays significant role to implement any step of entrepreneur? 

11) What is the mentionable feature of a business entrepreneur? 

12) If a businessman earned less profit than his expectation, it is called---  

13) Business entrepreneur should be included as a subject of-- 

14) Entrepreneur can be on--- 

15) Ford is a company of which country? 

16) Which system of our country needs to be developed? 

17) What is monetary risk? 

18) What is excessive risk? 

19) Education system of our country is based on what? 

20) What can become our asset for socio economic development? 

Chapter 3: Self Employment 

1) Unemployment problem is a _____ problem.  

2) What portions of total work force of the country are youth? 

3) What percent of total population of Bangladesh are women?  

4) Into how many types the employment can be classified?  

5) NOTRAMS is operated by which ministry?  

6) BIM is operated by which ministry?  

7) How many unemployed people do Bangladesh had at 2010? 

8) What is the number of total eligible worker in our country? 

9) Which is the main source of employment? 

10) Employment can be divided into how many of groups? 

11) The major capital for self-employment is what? 

12) Which type of unemployment problem is acute in Bangladesh? 

13) Self-employment encourages which type of work? 

14) Self-employment motives which type of work? 

15) What is never a burden for self-employment? 

16) What should be properly justified before selecting the product? 

17) What must be justified in case of recruiting worker? 

18) Which subject needs to be included in secondary & higher secondary level? 

19) Which thing increases competency? 

20) Which thing enhances the morality? 

21) How can trained worker perform their job? 

22) Under which organization only trained are eligible to avail the loan facility? 

23) Establishing new industry is the work of which institute? 

24) Generate employment to village people is the work of which institute? 

25) Providing training on computer programming is the work of which institute? 

26) Providing vocational training is the work of which institute? 



 

  

27) Establishing fish cultivation training is the work of which institute? 

28) Which has center at every thana of the country? 

29) Youth training center is operated by which ministry? 

30) Name some of the NGO`s- 

Chapter 4: Business Based on Ownership 

1) How many types of the business organization are there based on ownership?  

2) What are the main objectives of a state enterprise?  

3) Utmost good faith is related to which kind of business?  

4) At first where the movement of cooperative society stated?  

5) Limited Liability is the characteristics of which type of partner?  

6) What percent of business in Europe are sole proprietorship basis?  

7) Which business is called the artificial entity holder?  

8) How many stages are there for formation of a Joint Stock Company?  

9) How many stages are there for formation of a cooperative society?  

10) According to which section of partnership act the partnership will be dissolved if any partner is declared bankrupt 

by the court? 

11) Which kind of partner does not take part in the business operation? 

12) Which kind of partner has limited liabilities?  

13) According to section 42, how partnership will be dissolved? 

14) In which kind of business liabilities are always unlimited?  

15) Business is the combination of all the activities&all the associated economic activities in a ---way. 

16) 80% of business is based on sole proprietorship in…  

17) Partnership agreement can be ----  

18) What is treated as guidelines in partnership business? 

19) How many things to be attached with the application of partnership business? 

20) In the Joint stock company, liabilities are limited by---  

21) Joint stock Company was born with---  

22) Which one has legal personality?  

23) Indian company act was passed at? 

24) In operation of company business, which are followed? 

25) All the partners of the firm mutually dissolute the business. Written in- 

26) Who can take part in the policy level of work in Joint Stock Company?   

27) Minimum number of member is ----in public limited company 

28) For banking system, the maximum numbers of numbers should be 

29) Which one is suitable for the thousands of people interested in self-employment? 

30) Which one is the most ancient business firm? 

31) How many contents are there in deed of partnership?  

32) How many types of partners are there in partnership business?  



 

  

33) ------------- system placed itself in factory coming out from periphery of family boundary 

34) Which type of business is inexplicable? 

35) What is the minimum & maximum number of people in Public limited company? 

36) What is the minimum & maximum number of people in Private limited company? 

37) In which way a joint stock company accumulates its capital? 

38) At present in Bangladesh all the joint stock company is running under-   

39) Which business is suitable for agro business product? 

40) Which type of partners are creditors to the business? 

41) Number of the members of the joint stock company are Limited by--- 

42) Why the base of capitalism increased? 

43) At first cooperative revolution started in where? 

44) In which year national cooperative bank started? 

45) How many cooperative societies are there according to 2009? 

46) How many members of cooperative society are there? 

47) How many types of cooperative society are there? 

48) What is the minimum & maximum number of people in Primary cooperative society? 

49) What is the minimum & maximum number of people in Central cooperative society? 

50) What is the minimum & maximum number of people in National cooperative society? 

51) Which act of cooperative society is followed in Bangladesh? 

52) No proxy is allowed in which type of business? 

53) What are stages of formation of a cooperative society? 

54) Minimum how much capital is needed for Primary cooperative society? 

55) Minimum how much capital is needed for Central cooperative society? 

56) Minimum how much capital is needed for National cooperative society? 

57) What is the fundamental principle of a cooperative society? 

58) How many votes a single member can give in cooperative society? 

59) State enterprises are formed by which ordnance? 

60) What is the main objective of state enterprise? 

61) Which one is the controlling ministry of Bangladesh Machine tools factory? 

62) Which one is the controlling ministry of Bangladesh Biman? 

63) Which one is the controlling ministry of Bangladesh Electricity development board? 

64) Which one are the controlling ministry of Bangladesh Textile mills? 

65) Which one is the controlling ministry of Bangladesh Bima corporation? 

Chapter 5: Legal aspects of Business 

1) On which date world intellectual property day is observed?  

2) Who preserved the right to use registered trademark?  

3) Particularity is the main subject of which?  

4) Which are included in intellectual property?  



 

  

5) Which law is followed in case of patent in Bangladesh? 

6) Why trademark is used? 

7) Why trademark needs to be registered? 

8) What is service mark? 

9) What is the main objective of trademark? 

10) Which one is not included in trademark? 

11) Trade mark registration is given for how many years initially? 

12) In which year trademark was introduced? 

13) We are following which act of trademark? 

14) Which things are protected by copyright? 

15) Copyright Act was introduced in which year? 

16) Copyright Act was amended in which year? 

17) The right of the copyright reserved for how many years? 

18) Which organization ensures the quality of the product? 

19) Under which ministry BSTI includes? 

20) How many types of insurance are there? 

21) Which insurance is the most popular? 

22) In which year Insurance act was introduced? 

23) We are following which act of insurance? 

24) Insurance Act was amended in which year? 

25) Risk is associated with which two processes? 

26) What are the main characteristics of franchising? 

27) Who has power to cancel the franchise agreement if the business does not meet satisfactory level? 

28) What ensures product quality of franchise agreement? 

29) What is the subject matter of life insurance? 

30) Which Laws are helpful to run business positively? 

Chapter 6: Business Plan 

1) Which one helps businessman to achieve his desired goal? 

2) Selecting technology is included in which element of micro screening?  

3) Education rate is included in which element of micro screening?  

4) Industrial policy is included in which element of micro screening? 

5) What works as a deed of guideline? 

6) What is business plan? 

7) What can be compared to the blue print for a building constructor? 

8) Which one comes from natural environment? 

9) Economic environment includes which things? 

10) Cultural environment includes which things? 

11) The demand of the product is influenced by what? 



 

  

12) The success of the business depends on what? 

13) What is the 1st step of a business plan? 

14) How many elements are there in micro screening? 

15) Estimated profit is included in which element of macro screening? 

16) Consumer’s point of view is included in which element of macro screening? 

17) Tax payment is included in which element of macro screening? 

18)  Production process is included in which element of macro screening? 

19) ROI is included in which element of macro screening? 

20) Which account should be maintained carefully? 

21) Estimated cash flow statement is preserved in which basis? 

22) By analyzing which statement entrepreneur can have an idea about the position of the business? 

23) What is break-even point? 

24) How project begins? 

25) What is possible if the break-even point is predefined? 

26) What is fixed capital? 

27) What is working capital? 

Chapter 7: Industries of Bangladesh 

1) How Many maximum workers are needed is service oriented medium industry?  

2) From where raw materials of cottage industry can get?  

3) Nature is an underdeveloped district of which division?  

4) What is the total number of small industries? 

5) What is the total number of cottage industries? 

6) What is the number of total employment at small and cottage industries? 

7) What is the major source3 of employment generation? 



 

  

 
 

Chapter 8: Management of Business Organization 

1) Which one exists in a specified plan of business?  

2) Which one is the main source of business finance? 

3) Which one is the picture of future activities?  

4) Giving opportunity to workers to know is the feature of which leadership?  

5) Who is the father of modern management? 

6) What is the first job of management? 

7) Which makes the implementation of planning easier? 

8) In which type of leadership the workers do not have accountability? 

9) Which type of leader accepts accountability? 

10) Which type of leader keeps negative mentality about the worker? 

11) In which type of leadership all the time workers have to follow the rules? 

12) Which bank provides short term, midterm and long term loan? 
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13) Which bank extends the short term loan to all? 

14) Which bank provides loan to the small business against interest? 

15) Success of the organization depends upon what? 

16) How many types of leadership are there? 

17) Who is known as the father of modern management? 

18) Colleting fund for business is called what? 

19) What is the key to performing any job well? 

20) Which type of education helps to achieve many positive knowledge, efficiency & view? 

 

Chapter 9: Marketing 

1) Gender awareness is what type of qualities of salesman?  

2) Why advertisements are given?  

3) Decent behavior is what type of qualities of salesman?  

4) Keen intelligence is what type of qualities of salesman?  

5) Cordiality is what type of qualities of salesman?  

6) Nice Smile is what type of qualities of salesman?  

7) Experience is what type of qualities of salesman?  

8) Why advertise are given? 

9) What is salesmanship? 

10) Which one creates utility of time? 

11) How ownership is established? 

12) Education and experience is what type of quality of a salesman? 

13) Nice smile is what type of quality of a salesman? 

14) Patience is what type of quality of a salesman? 

15) Cordiality is what type of quality of a salesman? 

16) Efficiency in accounts is what type of quality of a salesman? 

17) What is the main task of marketing? 

18) Media for advertising is selected based on what? 

19) Acceptability of the industrial product depends upon what? 

20) Classification of products based on what is called grading? 

21) Which one helps to create huge employment opportunity? 

22) Which one creates velocity to the campaign of the product? 

23) Keen intelligence is what type of quality of a salesman? 

24) Gender awareness is what type of quality of a salesman? 

25) Ability to mix with people is which type of quality of a salesman? 

Chapter 10: Assistance for Entrepreneurship Development 

1) Which one is the largest NGO in the world as well as Bangladesh?  



 

  

2) Which assistant is given by BSCIC? 

3) EPSCIC was formed in which year? 

4) In which part of Bangladesh TMSS started to work in? 

5) Investigation and research in business is the work of which organization? 

6) Through how many of their office BITAC has been operated? 

7) At present, where BITAC is going to set up their office? 

8) Which organization arranges to supply capital at a low interest rate? 

9) What should be the age limit of a loan borrower? 

10) The loan limit of commercial banks are depends upon what? 

11) Infrastructural development provides by which assistance? 

12) How many types of sources are there in Assistance for Entrepreneurship Development? 

13) BSCIC celebrated its 55th anniversary in which year? 

14) In which year BDBL started its operation? 

15) How much percentage of loans BDBL has increased for small enterprises? 

16) On the basis of assistance, it is classified into how many types? 

17) Till 2012, how many industrial area we have? 

18) Till 2012, how many factories we have? 

19) Till 2012, how many workers we have? 

20) BASIC has been operated under which act at present? 

21) In 2006 how much loan BASIC bank has been provided? 

22) In 2009 how much loan BASIC bank has been provided? 

 

 

Chapter 11: Ethics in Business & Social Responsibilities 

1) From which word “Ethos” has evolved?  

2) Which one is severely damaged by the environmental pollution?  

3) What is the main obstacle of industrial development?  

4) Which are responsible for polluting environment?  

5) What is the responsibility of business to the society? 

6) What is indicated by value|? 

7) The word “Ethics” has been evolved from where? 

8) Ethics is related to what? 

9) What does Ethos mean? 

10) What type of institution business is? 

11) Profit is the difference between— 

12) What is the present condition of Bangladesh regarding Ethics? 

13) Which one is the best creation of God? 

14) Which one is the main objective of a business? 



 

  

15) Which organization arranges to supply the expensive necessities for the people? 

16) Paying Tax is which kind of responsibility of a business? 

17) Keep product market stabilized is which kind of responsibility of a business? 

18) Arrange training and promotion stabilized is which kind of responsibility of a business? 

19) Provide job security stabilized is which kind of responsibility of a business? 

20) Supply quality products stabilized is which kind of responsibility of a business? 

21) Safe environment from pollution stabilized is which kind of responsibility of a business? 

22) Follow the rules and regulations stabilized is which kind of responsibility of a business? 

23) Creating employment generation stabilized is which kind of responsibility of a business? 

24) Who are the stakeholders of a business? 

25) Business cannot be operated ignoring whose interest? 

26)  Which banks are stepping forward to carry out social responsibilities? 

27) Which mobile operators are stepping forward to carry out social responsibilities? 

28) Which kinds of wastages are polluting the river and canal water? 

29) Air is being polluted by which kind of things? 

30) What are being emitted from every industry? 

31) Which one is the wastage of a lather industry? 

32) Which one is severely damaged by the environmental pollution?  

33) What is the main obstacle of industrial development?  

34) Which are responsible for polluting environment?  

35) What is the responsibility of business to the society? 

 

Chapter 12: Lessons Learns from the Lives of the Successful Entrepreneurs 

1) In which year Jahurul Islam enlisted himself as first class contractor?  

2) In which year Samson H Chowdhury got the license to set up medicine factory? 

Miscellaneous (Could not figure out the chapter name) 

1) Which one is the quality controlling institute? 

2) Estimated cash flow statement is preserved in which basis? 

3) Directorate of women affairs provides training on what? 

4) What type of organization business is? 

5) Abul Kalam Azad started doing business by seeing which going market with his friend? 

6) Which one is the process of production? 

7) Directorate of women affairs provides training on what? 

 


